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Abstxact
•^
i^^
A mouel for the recovery of gravity anomalies from high precision
a
	 altimeter data is derived which consists of small correction terms to the inverse
Stokes' forrr^a:la, ^: i:e influence of am^own spa surface topography in the ca,Ye of
meandering currents such as theC^^If stream is discussed, A foxanula was derived
iax order to esf:irnace the a.ecuracy of the gravity anomalies from the known accuracy
of tine alti.^^zcter data. It is shown that for the case of known harmonic coefficients
of lower order the range of i^±tcp ratiUn in S}`okes inverse for^nuia can be reducod
vex y much.
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1. introduction
'
	
	
As part of its Earth and Oeean Physics Application Frogxam (^OPAP)
the National Aerot^a.utics and Space Admiuis#ration (NASA} plans in the next ten
Y ears the launch of some satellites equipped with altimeter for ranging to the
ocean surface. The announced accuracy o£ Lhe future altimeter systems lies in
the range of 14 c m.
Altirnetex measurements of this accuracy will give an important increase
in the l^nowledge of the features of the gravity potential of the earth, because the
ocean surface is not far apart from au equipotential surface of the gravity potential.
1n the present report a model for the recovery of gravity anomalies from this high
precision altimeter data will be developed.
In a study of this kind three questions should be answered;
1) What is the mathematical model for the solution of the
problem, which is reasonably simpl4 bur sufficiently
accurate in view of rho given accuracy czf rho data's
2) Can this theoretical model be transformed into a
stable numerical procedure, suited for a modern
computer ?
3) What is the accuracy of fhe result that can be expected
in view of the announced accuracy of the data ^
The next section is dedicated to a detailed description of the theoretical
model. It is based on a solution of Stokes problem, which was developed in a pre-
paratory study (Lelgemann, 1975). The present procedure uses the formulae,
-which were derived there, in an inverse application. With this idea the solution
consists of the three steps:
a) Correct the altimeter measurements by some small
...,1..
ir
i
^	 F
terms to a suited quantity N, ,
Ye
ys . , . , . normal gravity at equator
b) Use the well-known inverse Stokes' formula for a
spherical problem
(1"^)	 Age = ~- ( ^° N„ 'F' 4^ ^ fi M (^) (^ ^' ^v) d ^ )
a .,.... semi major axle
c) Correct the result ag. by some small terms to the
desired gravity anomaly qg at the earth's surface.
A detailed explanation of the method and the forms in formula (1-1)
and (1-2) is given in the next section. The method is well suited to the re-
duction of our complicated problem to a solutian of a spherical problem.
As there are nU numerical problems in the computation of the correction
terms the answer to question two is mostly concerned with the spherical solutian.
1'x^. the case of spherical approximation much waric has already been done in answer-
ing this question. A direct and aiso indirect solution of formula (1»2) is discussed
by (Gopalapillai, 1574), (Smith, 1924) and (Rapp, 1574) both applied the method
of least squares estimation to the spherical problem.
The. main work done in the present study is the consideration of the
accuracy, which can be expected under some favourable assumptions about Fho
size of the measuring error and the- dzstributian of the measurements. Under
favourable circumstances (a goad knowledge of the satellite orbit and so an) there
r	 t	 f
}	 ^	 f	 ^	 i
^:
renjain in any case ih:nee error souroes.
k^
(.'^
G:i
aj influence of the unknown sea surface topography. VVe
shall discuss in section three the size and influence of
this error type.
b) The deficiency of sui tiable altimeter data on the con-
tinents. We may overcome this difficulty by neglect-
ing the outer zones in the integral (1-2); that means,
we will integrate only up to a certain distance ^o.
1+'or this reason we have to discuss the error due to
the neglected parts of the potential. function itself.
cj Influence of measuring errors. We will assume that
mean values in b {!t mj * b (k raj bloclss are given
with an accuracy of n^ {N), e. g, Fy = b ^x b -^
l0 km ^ 10 lain and to (Nj _ ^ 10 em.
The problem under considera tien is the behavior of these errors when
they are transformed by a line r integra;, operator over the sphere, especially
in. viev^i of the fact, that the kernel
^ 3
	
2	 2
{ -)	 M (^) '-	 P,^ r (Z sink/2)`
'	 ^ ...... spherical distance
^Q
 .....distance on the unit. sphere
of the integral is singular, so that. F.his integral exists only under son^e restric-
tions.
Problems of this form are discussed within statistics.; methods in
physical geodesy {Heiskanen- -Moritz, 19&7). A deep examina .tian of the problem
of the error propagation in the case of integral operators over the unit sphere
_.^_
9^
}	 r
was given by Meissl (Meissl, 19'71). From both these publications we will
recall some basic relations and definitions about functions on the sphere, which
^^a	 we need in our special analysis.
A function on the surface of the sphere, which is at Ieast Lebesgue-in-
tegrable, can be expanded info ^. convergent series of spherical harmonicas by
	
,^	 _ _
(1-4)	 f {^, .^) '-	 ^	 ) ^ ana Rnp (6, ^l) -1- ^nm^ns+ ( es ^) ^
n^'.3 RILLyr++O
Rna{^, h), Sn^ (B, ^) ..... fully normalized spherical harmonics.
The germs
n
m =0
axe called the degree variances of the function f,
(:1-8)	 COV (f, ^ = ^ fn Pn (COS ^1)
n:
the covariance function of the function f (Heiskanen-Moritz, 1987, ("1-19) )sand
m
(1-7)	 var {fz )	 ^^ f ^^ `s = ^ fns ^ °'
n=a
the variance {or the norm square) of the function £. Because it gives all lnfar-
matian about the statistical behavior of the disturbing potential, the covariance
{	 function cov {N, N) ar cov (Dg, Dg) is a basic tool, of the error Considerations in
physiCalgeadesy.
At.present tb,e best information about the statistical behavior of the dis-
-4—
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^ F	 ^ ^	 1	 }
Curbing potential on the geoid is probably the covariance function ttiiven by
Tscherning and Rapp (Tscherning--Rapp, 1974),
(1^-8)	 cov (N, N} = ^ ^- ^'-,^7	 A	 ^ s(n^a} Pn (COs t^),
n.3
wi Ch
A = 425.28 mgal^
B = 24
S = 0.999617,
A covariance function of this form presupposed that the func tion N
is analytic on the sphere (that is on the geoid). In the series fc^r the cavariancn
function, this presupposition is Qxpressnd by the factor (s(n+^.} ), which runs very
fast to zero.
We will try to make some specificatinr_s about the covariance function
of the error function v. It is well known that in the case of uncarrelstad point
^neasurexnents the error Covariance function has a cer tain value at the origin
and is zero elsewhere. In accordance with our presupposition we have as
measurerr,.ents N mean values in cer tain blocks of area i^b , t^1t is, the funcs-
tion 1V is giver, as a step function with discontinuities ^zt the boundaries of the
blacks. Tn this case we have to cUnsider ooh individual ^ncasurin^;^ errors raihnr
an error function
(1-'^)	 v w N-N.
This error funcCiOn v must be lii:ewise a bounded step funetiou. Therefore v
is Lebesg^ze-integrable over the sphere with the series evaluation
( 1-10)	 U(e^ ^} _ ^
	 ^ [ d'nes l^ na( ee ^} ^ ^na SnA{ 8 , ^l}]
n=^ n=.v
^^
c^
— J-
j	 ^	 ^
t
under the condition
Q
n=a
where v„ is defined as
a
	(112}
	 Un	 ^ ^^nm * ^nti)
m^0
We need bo'..h the covariance function of the potenti^.I func;tian itself and ^hc
error covariance function in our discussion about the error propagation.
^`'ithin the estiins.te of the erxor pxapag^ttion in the case of an integral
operator an the sphere, a very useful tool is the conception of the grea i^es t lower
bound and the least upper bound (Meissl, 1971, p. 2G). For example, we c^^n
write for the norm betc^reen N and ag•
	
(1-13)	 GT^B (^ ^„ ^) <	 ^	 ^ LL713 (, A„ l }.
GLB is the abbreviation of greatest lower bound, some sort of a generalized
miniinun^ and LLTB si:ands for leas t upper bound, which is some sort of ge-.
neralized maximum. Under very general conditions the GLB and LUB of
i'he norm ratios of the main func t ions of gravime f ric geodesy are campiEietl
by Meissl (Meissl, 1971}.
In our special problem we have
-G--
^	 ^
since we know the covariance function of the disturbing pdt^^tial itself we can
compute the .norm ratio explicitly by
a	 ^^ N `i	 var ll^)
IIsing the covariance function given. by . (Tscherning-Rapp, 1974} 'we gei
because the disturbinb potential is c.ggroximated k►y an an^.lytical Tunetian.
Tn the case of the error function we have, corresponding to {1-14),
the relationship
fl	 n
E ......error of the gravity anomr.liee ^g
with an estimate of the norm ratio of
a	
^^ v
{see (Meissi, 1971 9 page 4G} ). The difference in the expressions (1-1fi} And
(1-18) is of course Sue to the fact, that the . error function v is not on analytical
function.
We see from (1-18), that small errors in the data inay t^ccumulate in
unfavorable cases to infinite large errors in the wanted. result. There arc two
-7--
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principal possibilities to overcome this undesirable behavior:
a) Smoothing out also the error funetian v to an analyti-
cal function. 'this is possible by a sui table interpolation
procedure.
b) Sxnoothang out the operator.
llecording to the assumed form of our measurements as mean values of certain
blocks we shall use ixx nut accuracy considerations the second possibility. Fn
geodetic prableYns this is usually done by a separate treatment of a eertaitx e^,p
with radius ^i around the point under consideration. In our particular case
this can be done by subtracting from the measurements N the nxetxn value
of the central blocl^, that. is for the inuor zone,
The error function of the geoidal undulations iu the inner zone is then of course
likewise zero. On the other hand the neglected potential function itself will
generate an error.
We will give now a summary of the results of t:he error considerafiot^s.
All the derivations in the further sections are done only far point values. iTt^der
some additional assumptions we will enlarge these results a.l.so to the error of
mean values. The point error can ire separated into three t^;rms;
^1-20)	 m^(Ag) - m`tAg^? i m^(Ag en) -E- in`(OgOZ)
m (Ag) ... , .... mean point error
m(Agn)........ mean error due to data error and the
neglection of the inner zone.
..g^
F I I ^	 ^
^
J1
-	 t I
f
P	 k
m (A^e} .....
 , ... , .. mean error due to unknown or
variable sea surface topography
m(^gox} ............ mean error due to the neglection
of the outer zone.
YTnder These three types of individual errors, m (Age seexn^t by far the mast
critical. Therefore, we will consider this error first.
The following formulae <tnd numerical values are dependent. on the main
assumption that mean geoidal undulations in Ulac;lcs of s izc.^ b [ lcm j * ^^ [ lc ^^^ ] and
with an accuracy of m (N) [ c m ] tlrc givan. Tho numbQr 0.34 in the socot?d
term of (1--17) deponds on an esl- in3^^te cif the root of the ^arianc:c^ cif the ^;ruvify
g'ratlient of
II^II = t^4EU,
^r
E U ....... Eotvos unit
drawn fron^ (Metzger and ^ircitana, 1974)
Under these assumptions the aenuracy of point uncnnalioa at tho midpoint ^f t hc^
blacks can be estimated by
(^:-21)
	 m2(Agm) _ - 6, 1 z 
12a {N) 	 3	 0, 3^x^ bs.b
(m (Ag^J ^ [m^1L m (N) in [emj, and b in [lcm) ),
The first term of the. ri^,t hand side is due ^:o measuring errors m (N}, tha
second terns is a resul#^ of^the naglectod potential function in the inner zone,
-9^
i^IVith the aid of this formula we will how give au estimate of the accuracy
of mean ano^n.alies of block size
c ^ b^.	 '
Tn order to do this we make two additional assumptions
1) The error of repxesen^ation far sufficiently small blacks
of size b is small as compared with the paint error of
the midpoint due to measuring errors. In this way we
can consider (I-2T) also as an error estimate for the
mean anomaly values of small blocks.
2) The error values between yeighboring blocks are only
slightly correlated. If they are not correlated we get
as error oil a mean anomaly of block len^;fih c
^o (^ gn) ^— ^ m (^ gm) ^
if they are very strong correlated we get
^,^ (pgm) ^ m (Agw? •
3
As an estimate of the error of mean anomaly values of block size c we obtain	 {
therefore
(1-22)
	 ^ n^ (dg^) ^ r►^ a (^gn) s m (^gn)
c
The correlation between errors of neighboring blocks depends pn the
_14-
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1	 1
correlation, of the gravity gradient in the midpoints and on the correlation d^xe
to the measuring error, It is known that the covariance function of the .gravity
gradients goes very fast to zero (Moritz, 19`74), According to the xc'•sul ts of
Gopalapillai (Gopalapillai, 1.97, p.77), the error oovariancES betweEu ^°x 1°
blocks are also very small. So it seems not unlikely that the upper error limit
in (1.-22) can tae reduced further.
The following two examples give an idea about the accuracy of the .
mean anomalies. In order to get a satisfactory ratio,between the two error
sources (that is, clue to measuring' errors and due to the neglected inner zone}
we as:^unie for both terms on the right hand side of {1-17} the same ma^,•ni^^ude.
This is aytainable by a block length of
0,3^
With
m (1^ = f 100 c ^n, b -^ 42 i:m
we get according to (1-22)
c = 1° x 1°	 ^ 8 mg^I s n^(Ogn) ^. ^ 20mga1
c = 2° x 2°	 ^ ^ ni gal •s mq (^^;'^} ^ ^ 20 mgal.
Tn the case of
m(N) = ^10ex^z,	 b	 Z3knl
^	 ^	 ^	 I
1	 ^	 ^	 I
c ^ 1° x 1°	 ^ 1 ^ngal ^ mo {^gn) ^ f B mgal.
These results ors in good agy^-er}^ent with the results of the error cousideratians
in (Rapp, 1974}.
We vt^ill conclude this intraducti.on with a few comments on the two other
error sources. lxi aection three it is assumed that the sea surface topography ig
known. with the exception of meandering currents such as the gulf stream. An es-
timate of the error due to meandering currents is very difficult. Avery rough
e5tixrsate g^.ve
^ 3 mgal s	 m (^g^e) s^ 7 ^ngal.
These figures are poin t errors. I-lawever a systematic behavior, which would
result in errors of the mean anomalies of the same magnihide, cannot be excluded.
Hence attention is required in areas of strong boundary curren ts such as the gulf
stream.
Tit the gravity field of lower order is known the range of integration can
be drastically xeduced without remarkable additional error. In this case it is
possible to compute likewise gravity anomalies near to the coast. However, the
remaining small errors are very s trongly correlated at neighboring blocks.
The error for several different circles ^o are given fox a.gxavity field
known up to no = 2, no = 8 and no= 16 in section 6. In any case the influence of
the constant term Np in the neglec t ed part
^i; = - ye	 ^	 ^^4 rr a 
^ - ^o ^= 0
M{^}(N -- Np)sin^ d^ dux
may become fairly large and must be taken into account in some way,
The results given above are of cau^ •se only a first estimate. They can-
not replace test computations with true altimeter data and perhaps a comparison
with accurate gravi ty anomalies, but they may give a goad insigh t into the diffi-
cultities and the limits of the solution.
-3.2-
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2. On the Solution of the inverse Stokes' ^robl©m in Precise Gravimotric Geodesy_
c^ 
^	 The content of this section is entirely based on the results in (Lelgamann,
1975). In that study the gravity anomalies at the earth's surface were reduced to 	 '
gravity anomalies at the sphere with radios a. Then, the disturbing potential at
this sphere was computed with Stakes' formula, combining the result with satellite
derived information about the gravity field. I`rom the disturbing potential at this
sphere the disturbing potential on the earth's surface was computed with the quasi-
geoidal undulations, which can be found by the use of Brruus equation
^ ....... rluasi-geaidal undulation
y ....... normal sravlty
^In the present section w© hu.ve to distinguish between the quasi-geoidal undulation
^ and the quantity ^, de$ned by (^-19). The gc^oidal undulation N, used In all
other sections, can then be identified with N, ar can be considered as ^ In
spherical, approxiniation).
In this report we are going precisely the reverse way. We transfarin
quasi--geoidal undulations (as a result of altimeter measurements) Info tha dis-
turbing potential, reduce this disturbing• potential to the dis turbinf;' potential u,t the
sphere a, solve the inverse problem of St^Ues 'for the sQbere and roduoe +:he com-
puted gravity anomalies to gravity anomalies of the surface of the earth.
First we shall compile some welt-known integral formulae. All these
formulae are valid if the range of integ^atian is a sphere. We consider a spherical
polar coordinate system with r {radius vector), 8 (polar distance) and ?^ (longi-
tude} and a fixed sphere with r = a =constant. Qn this sphere a continuous func-
tion xshould be given. An evaluation of x in a series of spherical harmonics
should not contain terms of zero and first order. Now we can define a second
.function y on the sphere by
a
-13-
i	 ^	 f
i`
I	 ^	 f
i^
4
This is Srolces' well--lcno^vn formula applied to a fictitious func+ion x, The
,. function S (t^} is given by
c.^
(2-3}
	
5(^) - sin (^/^) - 6 sin ^/2 } 1 - 5cost^ - 3 cosh Pm (sin ^/2 + sin2^/2}
01 as a series of spherical harmonics
(2-4}	 S(^) _	 )	 2 n s 1	 1'n (cos ^}.
	G^	 n - 1
n=
We want a formula for the inverse problem, i.e. we wild compat® for a divan func-
tion y a funetian x. I^'or this we can consider the inf^eg^ral formula ^2-Y} as a
I'redhol^n integral cquafion of tj^.e first hind. In a general case, the solution inav
become a very complicated problem, gaol in the case of the sphere wo one!' i^ho soli--
'	 lion easily lay a development of the func^inns involved inf ra a series of eii;^enfunc;fiuns,
that is, of spherical harmonies. Due f^o the or^-hogonalif •y relations cat sphorica.l
haz^nonics tive have
(2- 5)
	 ^ Yn ^ a ^ n ^ ^	 Xn
	
n=?
	 n:.2
or by a comparison of the same terms of bof'h sides of the equation
(2-G)	 a xn	 (n - 1) Yn
ror the similar series
(2-7)	 rn —	 ^ n ^ yn
	
n-3	 n ^
i
-14--
it	 ^
or
i.	 ,
^:
(2--8}	 zn = n ^ yn
a closed solution is irn.own by the in^'egral (Heiskanen-Moritz, X96'7, p. 39}
(2--9)
	
z ^ -
	 ^'^ f -^-^ c^ Q
`L Tf	 .23
Q'
Wit^1
P, = 2 a sin ^/2,
provided y is differentiable at: least twine at the poin^^ P under consideration.
We wi11 write (2-9) in fhe following form
(2-YO)	 z __ _ 1	 ^ M (^) (y - yv) dQ	 ^
4 rr	 ^,	 ^
i
_^
with	 '',
3(2-11)
	 M (^) ^ 
(2 sin tf3/- 2
Wriking ^quati.on (2-6) in the following form
3
^	 i	 i
we ol^ta.in
ax } Y ^ -
	 Orr	 ,^ M (^) (S` - Yp) do'
ar
(2--12)	 x ^ - -^-' - 1	 ^ M{+^} (Y " Yp}dQ
	
a	 4rra	 c,
or in series faux► 	 j
{2-13)	 x =
	
^ ^ - {n - 1) Yn
n=-^
Assuming in this section that the results of altirnetry are quasi-geaidal undulations
^ we negleci: for the moment the influence of sea surface topography. Wt: shall
return to the more realistic case in the next section considering then the sea sur-
face topograpl^y as an error source.
As mentioned above the computation of Dg values can be managed in
precisely the reverse way than the computation of geoidal undulations in {I,el.ger.^ann,
1975, section 4}. 'ale will use here the same notation and abbreviations. We salve
the problem likewise in eight successive steps:
1) Transformation from geoidal undulations ^ into
the disturbing• poten^^ial T at the surface of the ocean by
y ...... narxnal gravity
Formulae for y are given in {IAG, 1970, p. 58)
-18-
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^^
i-^^^'
^:. i,
i ^
^	 _	 _^ _ ^	 ^
2) The cQr °^ec xion ^tue to the indirect effect of atmospheric
gravity redaction was computed to be maximal Q. 6 cm.
^o we can set
3) Correction due to the•. upward continuation -term because
of topography
b^, - -lI • Dg
H . ^ .... orthometriC height
^ g... , , . gravity anomaly
This correction is necessary in the neighborhood of coasts and on islands.
On the sea we have, of course, due to H^0
b t^ = 0.
^^ Correction because of the ellipticity of the reference
surface. The coxnputati^n of the disturbing potential
at the sphere with radius a is found from
{2-17)	 Ta ^ 'T^ - 6 t3
where
.^
l
_Iq_
.^
^.
t
i
r2{2-18)	 b to = ^	 cost B	 T {6, J^)	 ^
5) We write Tn in the fallowing form
(2-Y9}
	 Ts	 Na	 Ye .
i
ye ..... normal gravity at equator
In order to avoid the definition of a geaidal undulatian in space, we will con-
Sider N°, as an auxiliary quantity defined by (2--19) . However, Ng can lae
considered as the quasi-geoidal undulation in spherical approximation and
formula {2-20} may be snore familiar then a similar formula, using she po+en--
tial Ta itself instead of ^ ,
{2-20)	 fig, _ - { '° N„ -+- Y° f M(^) {1^ - { N.)R) dQ)•a	 4rra Q
This is formula (2-12), applied to our spacial problem.
6) Computation of the gravity anomalies ah the ellipsoid
from the gravity anomalies on the sphere with radius a:
j
(2-21)	 fig£= 0g, -F ^ig3 .	 ^
+;
Prom (Lelge^nann, 19 7 5) we find 	 ^
_ e f2	
m	
=`(2-2^)	
^g;^ ^
	 a	 ^	 ^ 
(ri — 1) ^ C nn Rnm{^^ ^) ^' Dna^nd{ ev ^)^.	
,
n-i! 4?0
With
I
'
^	 i
{•I
i.	 1	 _ i
Itna($, ,l), S„Q (B, A) ..... unnormalizeci spherical harmonics.
-	 They have the same definition as in
`	 (Heiskanen-Moritz, 1967)
The coefficients C„^, and Dim can be computed in the fallowing way. -When
m
	
(2-23)	 T (^^ )l} _ ^	 ^ ^^arsRn^{^s 7l) -^' '^a^+San{^a ^) ^s
nw2 ^0
then
	
(2-24)	 Chn _. A(n^) C pna ^ ^na C1n R
 `^' A(n^)araa
Dnm _ B (n-z)fl }7n^	 ^- ^3 nm gac ^' B(na2}mrnm
where
	
(2-25)	 ^m _	
(5n -- 17) (n - m - 1) (n - nt) .
4 (n - ^.) (2n -- 3) (2n - 1)
- Gnu - 8n` -^- 25n + 6nm2 + Gm2 + 21qn^ -
	 4 (n - 1) (2n ^. 3) {2n - 1)
(5n-i^11)^n+m i-2)(na-an+1)
7) The gravity correction due to topography is zero, becauso
we want gravity on the sea surface.. We have
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^	 ^	 ^
r	 ^	 •
^	 i	 t
{2+ —GeV)	 Ags — AgE + Sg2
with
^1=^ = Ha	 Ll (Ag) ^
where Lz (Ag) is an abbreviation far
^ {Ag) - R2 ^^ Ag - ^^ dff.Z^	 ^a
This correc tionx is only different from zero, if we want to compute gravity
anomalies at Land. At sea, Hp is zero and therefore we get always
Aga = 0 .
8} Add to this value the gravity effect b6•^ of t:he
atmosphere
(2-27)	 Ag = Aga ^- ^gl.
Bec^.use this correction is constant at mean sea level we have
6g1 = -- 0.87 mgal
However the x^ecoxnmendation at the TAG {IAG, 1970) may be notified, that
this correction may be handled as a measurement correction. Tn this case we
-20-
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I ^	 I
have of couxse
^gl = 0.
There axe no di^icul^ies in the computation of thesca carrec^ion Berms. So we
can restricf our accuracy oonsidera Mions ro fihe case o€ a spherical problem.
only fihe problem of the nnlrnown sea. surface ^-opog^aphy needs a special con-
sideration.
i
III	 i
j	 1	 ^	 ^	 }
3. An Estimate of the Error Influence of The Sea Surface Topagra^hy_
As i4lori^z (197^a) has shown we can compute the sea surfaoe tol3c^grai>hy
with geodetic measurements by a combina ►:ion of aiti^neTer data and gravity abscr-	 '
vations. However, if we want to cnmpuTe gravity from the altimeter abscrva tions	 '
the difference bei'ween the real ocean surface and an equipoTen tial surface o C the	 •
earth's gravity potential must be known.
The difference between the instantaneous sea surface and an equipofenTial
surface of the gravity field is generated by many differenT forces. Therefore, the
computation of this quantifiy may be very complicated (Wemelsfelder, I97 p), rot
our presenT purposes it seems sufficient to consider ^hc ins+an Taneous sea surface
as an equipotential surface disturbed by irregularities of four Types :
1) very shorT perioclic irregmlarities (e. g. ocean
waves, swell)
^) p^;riodic or quasi-periodic irrog'ulari tit3e (e. i;• Tidos)
3) quasistationery irrg^;•ulari t ics, which rc^^ain Their
forth but clian^;o Their plat©s (e. €;, due To hho
meandering Qulf stream}
4) quasistationery irregularities, which retain for^tt
and place (e, g. due ko equatorial currants).
From a geodetic point of viev^r we consider sea surface topography only
as an error source, So we will make two suppositions in view of the fallowing
error considerations:
a) The very shor t periodic irregl•ul.arities and the periodic
and quasi-periodic effects by tides and see.svtui.l effects
are corrected either by statistical t^lefhods or by suitable
models of the disturbing farces.
-G.. '
b) irregularities of type three and four must ba given
by oceanograf,,hic science or we have to consider
These irregularities as a possible error source.
Because of the second supposition, the strut discussion was made under
the thesis: If oceanography does not need the help of alti^netry for a solution of
their problems the altimeter data can be corrected to geoidal undula tions. Ff
oceang^aphic sciences want altimeter data, for a oc^n^^autation of cer tain phenomena
we wall consider these as Ftn error source in our model.
rrom this point of view the difficulties seQm not so inipartan t with frregu-
larities of type four, which result frcim the shape and the magni tude of the large
scale features of the mean sea surface. Informa t ion is alroady given in form of
maps, from which we ^^all n^ena ion the map from Stommel (Sturges, 1972) and the map
from Lisitzin {Rape, 1974). The difference of about 1.5 m between fibs values in
the twv maps is ?argely constant. An estimate of ^ 39 cin of the unce^tain^^y of these
maps zs given by Stua^es. He mentions that this error could probably be educed
to approximately f 10 em. However, the difference between oceanographio and
geodetic results in the large scale feafixres of mean sea level along tho coast linos
are not yet clarified.
The sitivation seems not so well defin^ad in the case of s^'rang boundary
currents such as the gulf stream and maybe in the coos of eddies. The tracking
and also the dekecting of strong` boundary currents anti of eddies could be one of
the ta.slts which ^^ceana^;raphic sciQnc;e axpects frairt alt'irnstry (Sturges, 1J?2).
Strong bounda.xy currants such as the Gulf stroam have the follawin^; form
{Stoniinel, 1965).
aCEAN SuRFACFN aR rH SIDE
G EPA
I	 '
1^0 km	 I	 5'ARGAS50 3'EA
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The current flows perpendicular to 4:he plane of the page. 'fhe heigh t difference
betwecn the warm suvater of the sargasso sea and the colder water at the north
side of the stream is expected to be up to two meters. ^o we have to expect a
^	 slope of the stream of
2 m: lOfl km = 2 1Q-^	 .
The main problem is the meandering of the gulf stream. Al though the meanders
can remain in a fixed position for a short time, they usually change posi tion sub-
stax^tially during a time scale of pexhaps two weeks. An expression of this mean-
dering is seen in figure three in {^turt;es, 1972).
It seems vea^y difficult to obtain an exact knowledge of this mean-
Bering, which is expected in the eastern par t of the gulf stream to an horizontal
extent of 500 kilometers. ^So we have to consider the sea surface topography
generated from such. a current as an data error f^ .
From formula ( 1-2) we get
a^
or
I
An error estimate }used on this formula seems not easy. We will give a rough
	 '
estimate of this ;?rrar using in a completely different way our knowledge about
the slope of the sea surface tnpography.
For the ratio between the norm of the slope 4v of the geoid and fhe norm
of the gravify anomalies Dg we draw from ( Meisel, 19'73, - page ^2),
•
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,^.^
(3^^)	
y('^	
s	
Dv	
^ 'Yg >
where we have let G T y, .
We will apply this formula to the error ^,. We do not know the variance
of fv , but only a maximal value of max (tu } - 2 10^^ . VVe interpret i'he error
due to the sea surface topography of the boundary currents such as tho gulf stream
as an sfachastic process with a normal distribution on the sphere. Ian this case
we have
(3--3)	 n^ax ^ f 6 j -^- 3	 ^^ f F ^^ = 3	 m (ogee)
and
(3-4)	 max ^ fv ^ = 3	 ^, fv ^^ = 3	 xn(^1vaa).
Then we get the following inequality
^nax , f„ ^ ^ max ^ fs ^ s ye max ^ f„ ^ ,
with
max ^ f ^ ^ = 2 - ^D_5
and
	 y, = 980000 m^a^,
wo. get as axe. rough es^xn.a^e
-2 5-
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8 mgal s max ^ fg ^ s 20 mgal
or
(3--5}	 f 3 mgal s rn (^gsa} s f 7 mga1.
Because of the assumptions above the derivation of this estimate is
very weal, but it gives at least an expression of the a^ ►agnitude of this error. A
recovery of gravity data in areas of strong boundary currents should Uo dono with
uttermost caution, includit^; a very carefiilly error analysis of data and re:sulf:s.
4. The Error Influence of the Neglected Inner Zane
We have assumed already that our data are mean values of gooidal
undulation$ N of blocks of size rb = b * b (ltm2 J with an root mean square
error of m (N). We will compute the value ^g^ of the gravity anomaly always
at the mid--point P of the blocks. Por the value (N - Np} inside of the inner
most black we get
replacing in the integration procedure the function N by its mean valuo N.
We will now estimate the error m (Ag i) generated by this procedure.
In view of the fact that we make only an error cansideration^ the integration
over the inner square black may be approximated by an integratinn over an cir-
cular cap of the same area with sufficient accuracy. Because of
we get
as a value of the radius s 1 of this circular cap. Approximating the r^xdius Q=
of a spherical cap by the radius s ^ of a plane circle
(4-4}
	 ki - 2asin^^/2	 asin^1 -T s^
and the spherical surface element by
-27-
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;.
^,
.,
s.- ;
c r.
	
^	 ^	 E
	{4-5) 	a2 do' = a2 sink d^ day = s d6 dcx,
we get for the influence of the inner zone
	
2^r	 ^s
	(`^-6)	 ags = -	 y° 	 ^^	 ^ M(^) (N - Np} sink des da
4rra a=J r^--0
2^ S1
- 2^' ^ ^ (N - Np} ^a ds dcx.
a=0 s=U
We develop the geoidai undula .tian Nat the paint P into a Taylor series
	
(4-7)
	 N = Np •t• x NX ^ y Ny ^- 2 t { x^NXx E. ^ xy Nxy + y^Nxy) ^.... .
witih
Nx = {'fix )v	 and	 N^ = { ^ )^
Introducing polar coordinates,
x = s coS ^	 and	 y W s sin ^
we get the following expression
N W ND + s {Nn casoc - F Ny sin tx) -r { 2a } CNxx cos ` oc
-^- 2 N,^y cosa since ^- Nyy sing
 ol} .
i
1
3
i
`^
-^5-
I
s
1	 -	 i	 I	 !	 !	 1	 f	 !	 ^	 i
The integration over the azi^nutzi ec gives
,.	 ^	
s 1
C
,^
swd
and the integration over the distance s
ox
Y
^ , ^ ........ deflections of the vertical
We cannot esfim^.te the error influence from this formula, ioecauso
we have no statistical information about the size of the horizaa^al gradien^' of
the deflections of the vertical.. However, eased on Laplace t s equafion we can
exchange this expression into
(4-8)
	 ate- _ -- G (^ + ^ ^
^r	 \ ^ x	 ^y
(Heisl€ameu-Moritz, 186`7, (2--221) } .
Because
G ._ y°
t	
^	 ^	 ^
1	 I	 r
r
we obtain for the influence of the inner zone:	 `
;:	 -	 _
#, ^
^a
P
This expression is better suited for an estimate of the error which appears with
the neglect of the inner zone. The variance of the gravity gradien t is known to
be (Metzger and dircitano, X974}:
41. r^^ ^^ w f ^^ EU.
EU ...... E^tvos uniF
With the relation
1 Eotvas unit = 1 EU = ^ ^^	 10_a sec_a
^.Q lcm
we get as an estimate of the root mean square error of +'hc poin t anomaly for Fhe
midpoint of the inner zone due to the neglecting of Phis zone 	 j
zn (Qgi} = f 2^	 1	 b [mgt]	 ^
or
m (4g1} = ^ U. 34	 b [mgal] ,
i
tivhere b must be inserted in the dimension lcm. It is easy to sae khaki the value
'i
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6k'
^..
i.+i
c-^
^
j
] }
0.3^ depends very strongly on the estimate of the variance of the gravity
gradient of ^ 24 EiJ.
it may be pointed out that the formula (4-10) is valued only fora suf-
ficiently small zone, dependent ox^ the desired accuracy. T'or a more detai^.ed
examination see (Meisel, 19'71a}.
i ^
1	 a ^ y
5, Error Considerations far a Given Accuracy of the Altimeter data
As in the last section we assume that our data are mean values of geoidal
undulations N of b1ocI^s of the size rb = b ^ b [I^in^ 2 with a root mean square
error of m.(N), Turthermare we make the assuanption that these measurements
are homogeneous and uniformly distributed over the whole sphere. The more
realis>+ic case, that the mean values of the geoidal undulations are given only in
a certain neighborhood of the point under consideration, is discussed in the next:
section.
We have to study the error propagation in the inverse Makes ^ formula
U
ror the moment we shall consider only the integral part' of formula (1--2}, taking
the linear term into account afterwards.
The main difference as compared with Stokes' formula is the stronger
singula •^ity of the kernel M (^} at the point' of interes t . But we have already
Excluded a neighborhood around this point and the error estimated in the last
section. So we can apl^ly for the error considerations the same methods as for
the error considerations in the case of the computation of geoidal undulations
from gravity anomalies (Heiskanen-Moritz, 1967). The individual error E
af^]gis
2n	 r€
(5--2)	 E _	
4 a	 J	 f v 
(^^ ^J M (a^) siny^ c^^ dcr
^—a ^=a
where v (fir, a) is the individual error of the geoidal undulations.
We consider only the error function v, taking the constant tern1 vp
into account with
..;32_
f^
!
4	 I ^ i t
2^r	 rr
?'^^. " v ^	 ^ M {^) sink d^ die = Ye • yp
^.,,a a-U ^ - 0	 a
(See 1Teiskanen^-Moritz. 1967 p. 3`7}, ^rrars of this size can be neglected as
discussed at the end of the section.
The square of (5-2) becomes
^ 2rt	 rr
E - 4- ^	 v (^,, a) M {^) sing dt^ dc^
2rr ^
'	 t' {t^', oc') M (^') sink' d+^' da' .
^'=0 ^'=0
Because products of definite integrals may be written as one multiple in^^egral
tive get
^	 err	 sr	 2rr	 rr
GY R O t^ W O d'=0 ^'^0
' M (t^} M (t^' } s inr^ s ink' dot dc^ dt^' dot'.
We farm now the aver^.ge of both sides of this equation arriving at
}^ 2^
	
r€	 2rr	 n
rx^ ^-0 tx -^ ^ --0
' M (^) _112 (^S'} sink 9 ink' d^ da d^' dat'.
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Tn this forxnul.a, m^(Og} is the error variance of the computed fig-values and
(5-4)	 Q(^, ^^ i^'^ a') = Q(S, A, 8', A'} = ^ v(6, Jl) v(B'^ ^') ^
{the braces zn.ca.n the average over the^whole^wo^ld)
is the error covariance function of the genidal undulations. This is the general
form of the error propagation in Stokes' inverse formula. Of course Phis-formula
is too complicated for our puxpose to ge.t an estimate of the order of the e^•ror.
So we include two assumptions which can be drawn from the presuppositions about
the measuring data:
1} Oniy errors. at neighboring points ^.ro correlated.
We can make this assumption if errors of different
blocks are uncorrelated. The error covariance
func tion of the geoidal undulations may then assumed
to be zero for points fur ther than b ^ apart.
^) , The accuracy is Che same for every point of the
earth surface, If we work exclusively with altime-
ter observations this assumption is only valid at the
oceans. ror this reason the outer zones must be
excluded from the computations. Tht^ additional
error due to this exclusion will be considered in
the next section.
By assumption c►ne .the integrant is noticeably different from zero only
if (6'	 B} and (A' - ^}, because the error covariance function may be considered
as zero fox two points more-than b^ apart. Hence, we may approximate.
a
(5-5)	 in2 (Dg) = ^ 4^^^
2ri	 rt	 2tT	 n
tx 
J Q ^ ^p 
cx' ^0 ^' ^0 U {^1, 4+, !^1', Ck')
M^(^) sink siu^' dt^ d« d^' dcx'
and perforl^ then tho integration over ire ' and n+' firs t . Wo define
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^^
(^^^)	 a^ ^	 ^ v {t^, c+, +^', nr') sing' dt^' drx' = E {t^, (y)
nt'= Q ^'= 0
E ..... error constant of the altimetcar data. ,
As a maximal limit of the real error covariance function, we will assume
that the error covariance function is const = m (I^c inside of each block and zero
outside.
m7fN1
s
,b
We get under this assumption
(^-7)	 E ^ m^ {^	 r^
as a maximal estimate of the error constannt.. Becaus ® of assumption two the error
const^at E is independent of position. In this way we obtain
	
r y 1
^ 	 2sr	 rrr
(^"$)	 m^ {fig) 
- \ 4 rr a^I E ^	 d [ M {^) ^ z sing dt^ d^ .
a=d ^=U
rirst we perform the integration with respoct to [^. We get
y^ z	 '^
	m^ {dg) ^ ^^`a'^ $	 ^ [M {^i)] 2 sink d^.
^=d
We have already taken. into account the ama.11 neighborhood ^ ^ ^i in s,nofi$er
3
-3 5-
- _^
i	 ^
way. Consequently, we exclude the origin by begi77ning the inte^;ration,wi^'h
^ _ ^t
y 1a
xn2{Qg} 
r \ a.^I	 8	 ,,rr,, LM(^}] 2
 sink tltf^	
'
^^Wi	 '
ar
y l2
( 5
-g)	 ^^(^g) -
	 8 \ awl ^ `^ i 
(^1}
i
with
rr
(5—].a)
	
Jl (+^1? - ^ ,r, I M (^) ]2 sink+ d^.
^^Y'1
Beaa7xse of
i
M (^) -	 ^	
I
^3 s172^ ^/2
	,
we get
tE
1$ 
,r, J ^ ! ^^ 57.7]$ ^{J^^	
B1T1^1 d^1 .
Y' J Y'i
Tn order to solve the integral we introduce the 71ew vaxiable
z = sing/2
if I
j
^	 ^	 ^
.`
F	 i	 1
with
sin ^i/2 - t
and
sing d^ _ ^z dz,
We can easily verify
(^"'^^,)
	 Jl (^:} - if I^ si^ i%2 - 1 ^ .
X31 this way we get as a final result
	
r e	 r	 ;(5-12)	 n12{Dg) 
^ 128rr \ a^ ^y L sin
^^t/2 - 1 ^ .	
E
We will now specialize this forillula for small angles ta i . We get	 j
^	 ^
5 13	 1112 0	 ^	 1(Y(- }	 (g) _ 128 ^, \ a^	 s^ •
Taking into account (4-3} we can approximate
5
sin ^i/2 = ^f/2 = s i/2a = b/2,/n
or
1	 I6 r^ a4
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t	 ^ r
w
Furtherxnorei we have from (5--7)
.;:,
^_,
E ^ m2 (N} b^ .
Putting these expressions into (7-33) ^^ve arrive with
m2 {a g)	 8	 b'`	 m2 (N)
or
This can be wri tten in a forrr^
{ b in [Icm^, m (N} in [am], m {G^;} in [mga^] ).
Taking finally also she error due to the neglecting of the inner zone
into account we get
{ 5—^- 6)	 m2 (^ g^J = m2 (a^) ^- m^ Eggs)
or
^^
(5-1.7}	 m2 {^g^,} _ ^• 1 ^^ m {N) ^ d. ;342 b2
!^
f	 1
(b in [km], m(^ ^ [om]^ m(a^^ in jm^ll ?-
This is the variance of the error of the gravity anomaly at the midpoint of a
compartment.
i	 ^
V4e have neglected up to now the influence of the constant term in ^:he
inverse Stokes' formula (1--2)
(5-18)	 .^^.. N ^ 0.15N jmgal].
a
N has the dimension me^'er. It is easily seen that an error cif 1 m
in the geoidal undulation generates an mrror of 0.15 mg^ ,l in the result. This
error can cer tdinly be neglected in the error cnnsidera^ions.
{i
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6. The Error Influence of Ne glected Outer Zones
Tn the last section it was pointed out that the derived error formula is
only valid in the case of geoidal undulations given homogeneously over the whole
earth. From altimetry alone there is of course a lack of dafa aver the continents.
Tn the present section we will estimate the error which occurs if we extend the in-.
tegrai Doty over a certain area, a cup of radius +^a. In this case we neglect the
influence of the function itself outside of this cup.
First we split up the integral into
(6w1)	 Ag W 4ga •b Ag(Nv) •H L1go^
with
^0	 2rr
(^-2)	 Aga = `` ^ ^^a ^
	
.^ M (^) (^ - Np) sin+ dpi doe
^=d 0'=0
(s'r
	 2rr
(^-3}	 Ag (Nn) - Np	 rl rr a J	 ^	 M(^) BYn^i d^i doe
^ _ ^o oe= 0
n	 2rr
( ^"4}	 pg0^ - - 4 rra	 ^	 ,^	 M (t^)	 N sink d^ drx.
- 
^o tx=0
Tf we integrate only over the cu}a ^ t ^o we neglect of course tale	 i
terms AgfNp) and AgoZ . T`irst we will investi^^.te the magnitude of Ag(Np).
Starting the integration in formula (6-3) with the integration over a and
inserting M(^) by the expression (1-3) we gel
Ag (^} ^ Np ^ ^8 a ^ sin3 ^/^ s^.n+^ d^a ,
^_^o
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In order ra salve this integral we insert
sin ^/L = z
which lead to the result
2a ^ sin ^o /2
The following Cable gives an impression about the magni tude of this carroc^ion
term far various cap sizes ^o.
Table One. ( ND in meters, !^ g in milligal)
^o	 Qg(Nr)
2°	 4.3 Np
J°	 ^.7 Np
ZU°	 0.8 Nn
20°	 U.4 Na
IeTp [meter] ....... , geoidal undulation at point P
og(Np) [mgal^ ..... . error due to the neglecting of the
cons tant Np
Because :his correc^ 'ion term may became fairly large it must always be taken
in^'o account in ^'he course of excluding ^:he outer zones from the infegra^ion. After
this we will campuhe the magnitude of the neglected }erm Agpz given by
n	 2tT
^ goz ° `" 4 ^ a	 ^	 ,C M (^S) N	 sing d^ drx .
^ — ^« cx=U
-4x-
_^
.^
^	
{	
^	 r
?	 !	 f	 3
We introduce the discon tinuous function
^'.	 (G-G)	 M (^) __
	 0	 if 0 s ^ ^ ^o
M (EG) if ^o ^ ^ s ^
getting
rr	 2rr
{6--7}	 AgOZ ^ - 4ryra f	 f N	 M(^i} sing dt^ drx,
+^-0 [x-0
The func tion M(t^) can be developed into a series of Legendre polynomials
_	 m
{G-8) M(^) = ^ 2n^- 1 un pn (Cos i^).
nwo
rot the moment we will assume the coefficients U„ are Icnown. A formula for ,fibs
computation of the U„ will be derived afte^•^vards. lnser fi ing the series (6-^8) rota
^'he .integral (G-7} and interchange the order of summation and integration we get
m	 rr	 2n
{G-9) 4g,z = -	 y° ^ (2n •i- X) U„ f 	 ^ N	 Pn (aos^} sink d^ drx.8rra n..,o
	
^^0 cx =0
We can write. N as a series of spherical harmonics
n_a
As as solution of the double intE^;7al we obtain
rr	 2rr	
`lam Np^ S^ ^)N ^^ P„ (cc^s^) sin^G dt^ drx
	
^ = 0 nr^ 0	 (2n '^' 1}
a
_¢^-
a
r
J
^ I ^ ^
and with this intermediate result
n^z
Expression (5-10) ma.y be considered as the error at a certain point P = P (6, h),
caused by negiecting the geoidal undulations beyond a circlo of radius ^a around
this point P. However, what we want is nor an individual error but its variance
yy,^ ^	 2
{ 6
--11)	 (^ ^ goz ^^^ -- ^^ g
oz } — $s.^ ^ ^^ Un Nn( ^^ A)}
n=a
Starting with this expression we ^;et, similar as in (Heiskanen-Moritz. 19G7, p.261)s
after some manipulations
{	 I	 y,,2	 ^	 0°1f Qgoz ^I A = ^^ ^ ^ Un Un' ^Nn Nni }•.
n^ ? n^^2
It is wellwl:nown #hati all {N„ Nn,} are zero excep t for the case n° ^ n. Therafare
we obtain finally
(6-12)	 ^^ ego: ^^ ^ = 4a^ ^ Un lCn .
n^^
By Kn we have denoted the degree variance coefficients of the dis{urbing potential
respectiveiy of the geoidal undulations itself.
It remains the evaluation of a suited expression for the coefficien ts Un.
We start with the integral expression
,-r
un = ^ M (^) Pn (cosh} sin^t d^
0
i
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j '
E
` 1 ^ }
,
4^
'I
Or
i
^ ^	 { G-^3}	 jJa = ^-	 ^	 x	 Pa (CO5t^7} S1n^J dt^.
4	 s in3
 ^/20
The main difference to the similar problem of the campuf ation of Malodenekii's
coefficients Qn
 (Heisltanen--Moritz, 19G7, p. 260) consists in the fact, that ^^he
kernel M(t^) is much easier Phan Stokes' function. In troducing the new variable
z =sin ^/2,	 t =sin X0 /2
cosh ^ (1 - 2z2 ),	 sin^t d+^ _ 4zdz
eve obtain,
t
We will develop the Legendre polynomials intc a power series of z. I+'or #his
purpose we start with the well--lznown series representa hion of the Legendre
polynozi^ials
r
(G--15)	 Pn(1 -- 2za) = 2-" ^` (-1)k	 Stn - 2!t) I	 (7. - 2z^) h ak ^
Because of the binomial expansion
ti	 t
i
i
I
YF
2	 f
k	
k^'
y=°i .	 ^^.
c_^
(^ -- 2zz)A-ak	 _ C,
ak
 (raj	 {n - 2k) ? 2 y
 z2v
)^	 v? {n-tic - v}?
v ^o
or
n-;^k
(6--^7)	 {1 -- 2za )^ak _	 _^ ^	 (n - 2it) ! 2y	 z`(v"^}
y ^a
With this transformation of Legendre pol.ynorniais we can write the inte^;•raI (G-1^)
in the following form
t. r	 rr zk
^'"'	 a v_^Un =	 r	 A nk }	 nnk ]V	 Z (	 }
1 kin	 wo
where
Ank - ^ -1) k _ (2n - 21C) j 2-n
and
y
We interchange the order of integration and summation and because of 2{v - 1} ^ 1
^,<< e can perform the int:agratian with the ^^esuit
Y
^^
-45^
a.
,4g-
i	 ^	 ^
E	 ^	 t.,
a
	
r	 tYak
	
(6-18)	 Un = - ^ Ank ^ Bnk Y' _'—""t' ^ t ^v—^,} — ^j .
^..^	 LLL^^^	 2v - ].A	 k -o	 y-a
We will give this power series a amore convenient form. First we can write
r	 n^2k
U - - ^
	 ^ (-1)v+k ^	 (2n •- 2k} ?	 1 [t(2v-^)- 1] .
	
n	
^^^---+++	 •
= a v = 0	 2(n-v) v ? k ? {n-k) ! {n--2k-v) ? 2v-1
Here we have of course r = INT(n/2}. Now we will change the order of sum-
mation, that is, we will sum first over v. Because of the case lc = 0, the sum-
mation over v has the range from b to n. Because of v = n - 2k we have for a
summation over k a range from k = b to It = p with p = INT( (n-v)/2}. ^Ve arrive
therefore at the desired result with the expression
	
(^-19)	 Un	 - ^	 ^ { -11^" + k) 1n -v^	 (2n -- 2k) I	 _	 ^- [^.(^ y -i) - 1]
	- 	 -•	 ^	 v ? 1^ ? (n-k) ? (n-2k-v) ?	 2v-1y = p k=p
with
t = sin^o /2 .
The final resul C (6-19) was checked by an analytical integration of formula (G-14)
up to an order of n = 3.
For an estimate of the error due to the neglecting of the outer zones we
use the degree variances from the covariance function {1-8), computed by Tscherning
and Rapp
K _ ^ a^^	 425.28
	 5^^
with
s -- 0.909617.
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7r this case we get as error
^	 e,	 ^^ 1
^	 425.28	 s	 Un Lmgai]` .(^"2fl)
	
m (Qgoz) =	 4	 ^ (n w 1) (n - 2) {u + 24)	 ,
n=,3
A computer program was written in order ^'a get numerical results. Thesi: results
are given in the fallowing table for various radius ^o of the outer zone and different
degree no of a reference field. The difnension o£ m (Agpr) is rnilligal.
table 'two. Influence of the Zone Beyond t;lc; Radius ^a far Reference Model
of Degree no ..
nn
^^ 2 8 1[;
2° 1fl.2 0.5 0.1
5° X3.3 0.1 (' . 0
10° 1.1 0.0 G. 0
20° 0.2 0.0 0. ^•
Tif we l^n.ow e^taotly a reference field up f o a degree n^, = 16, than ^_` seems
generally sufficient to parry out tag integration up to a cixcle of ^o = 2° . 50
it znay be also possible to cainputa gravity ana^nalies near tho co9st of tl;e Cnn^-
tinents from the altimeter data.
*	 I 	
I
I 	ry
!	 ^	 ^	 l 	 f
I
1
7. Sl^^znmary
^;
^ ^	 A detailed description of a model far the recovery of gravity anaznalies
^^ from al'.imeter data with 10 em accuracy is given in Seetian ' pwo. t`he disturbing
	
potential at the sphere with radius a is computed from the geaidal undulations at 	 '
the earth's surface. After this, gravity anomalies ar this sphere are recovered and
then these anomalies reduced to values at fibs earth's surface.. The practical sol^-
tion consists of small correction terms to the inverse Stokes' formula.
The influence of the sea surface topography is discussed especially in the
case of meandering currents such as the Gulf Stream. From the influence o£ the
uul^zown meandering of these currents a rough error estimate indica tes an expected
error of
t 3 mgal s m (ogee) s t 7 regal.
m (ogee) . , ........ error of the gravity anomaly due to
. sea. surface topography
The most critical error influence is probabiy due to the data errors and due to the
neglectian of the inner zone. It was assumed that mean geoidal undulations are'
given all over the earth in blacks of s ize b and with an accuracy of m (I^ .
Poine erra^s at the midpoint of the biocics can be estimated with
ma (QgQ) - ^. la ma N	 + Q. U1^2 ^^ 4^^-' ^^ a 	bab	 ar
m (4gm) ....... error of the gravity anomaly in [xrzgal]'
m (l^......... erxar of the mean geoidal undulations in [em]
b ...... , ..... block size of the moan geoidal undulations in [itzn]
_,ig_
,^r^
rI
^	 i }	 ^
^ a ^,	 ,
^^ ^ r ^j ....... mean value of the vertical gravity gxadient
in Eotvos units
^^{
I+'or m(111) = ^ 1Q cm, b -^ 13km and ^^ aQ^» ^^ ^ 24 EiT we get an estimate of 	 I
^r
1
m (o g^} = ^ s mgal.	 ^
An estimate of the accuracy of mean anaxnalies of bincic size c,
E
i
i
I
c ^ b,
gives under certain natural assumptions-
b m (Qg^ s^ (ag,J s m (^g^J
c
^ (AgID) • ..... error of the mean anomaly o£
block size c,
With the numbers above and a b1ocI: size c r 1'' we obtain
f 1 mgal s m^ (^gID) s f fi mgal.
The resul ts are in good agreement with the results of the error aonsideratians in
(Rapp, X974), which are based on least squares collocation.
In the last section the error of riegleeting an outer zone in the inverso S^oIcos'
integral is _investigated. Such a praceduxe niay be necessa^,•y because it is not ypt pos-
a
-^
^-49-
^^
Bible to compute geoidal undulations from. altimeter data on land. If `the harmonies
of lower - order up to a degree no = 1G are I^nown, the range of in tegration can he
{:'^	 restricted to a few degrees tivithout a Significant additional error. However, a cer-
fain correction has to he taken into account in this case.
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